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Inflation where art thou?

Global core inflation is close to the lowest rates this century, 
although it started to pick up in 2017

Source: Bloomberg, QTC calculations. 
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Inflation where art thou?

 Maybe it’s just a question of timing and eventually firmer conditions in labour markets 
will impact prices.

 Maybe wages now aren’t as responsive to economic conditions as we have come to 
expect (see next slide).

 Maybe this simple textbook relationship is too narrow and we need to look at other 
potential drivers of inflation (see slide after next).
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Inflation where art thou?
Wages may no longer be as responsive to economic conditions because:

 There could be more spare capacity in labour markets than key indicators suggest

 Labour productivity is low

 Inflation expectations are anchored

 Pressure on wages so firms can improve international competitiveness

 Uncertainty over the outlook which makes it preferable for firms to choose labour instead of 
less reversible capex

 Seeing some payback now after wages didn’t adjust down as much during the GFC

 Globalisation and technology changes increases competition which reduces:

 bargaining power of labour 

 market power of firms (thereby reducing scope to raise prices and therefore pay higher 
wages)

 Increased prevalence of self-employed, temporary, task-based workers (reduces 
strength in numbers and therefore worker bargaining power)

 Baby boomer retirements which takes higher wages of more experienced people out of 
labour force and replaces them with lower wages of less experienced people

 In Australia’s case also, there has been softer commodity prices, and therefore, profits.
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Inflation where art thou? 

Source: QTC

CHANNEL FACTOR OUTLOOK

Labour costs

Tightness of labour markets u

Point of economic cycle u

Productivity p

Use of capital p

Technology q

Inflation expectations u

Uncertainty q

Global competitiveness q

Labour share p

Compositional changes u

Inflation 
expectations

u

Administered prices p

Demographics q

Technology q

CHANNEL FACTOR OUTLOOK

Global 
factors

Correlated business cycles p

Common shocks p

Similarities in policy reaction functions u

Competition from offshore q

Increasing economic integration u

Exchange rate q

Demand

Conditions u

Policy settings p

Potential growth u

Debt levels q

National income u
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DISCLAIMER 

This chart pack including the streaming of the video broadcast (the Material) is distributed by Queensland Treasury Corporation 
(QTC) as a general information source only and should not be reproduced or distributed outside your organisation without QTC’s 
express written consent. 

The Material should not be relied on for trading or other business purposes. The Material does not constitute investment advice 
and shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities or any other financial instrument. Further, it 
does not take into account individual circumstances, objectives, or needs. 

Any opinions or forecasts expressed by, or attributable to QTC, constitute QTC’s view as of the date of the Material and are subject 
to change without notice. Past performance is not indicative of future results and QTC does not warrant or guarantee any outcome
or forecast in the Material. 

The Material may contain links to other websites operated by third parties. QTC does not endorse third party websites or the 
information, graphics and material on those third party websites. QTC makes no warranties or representation as to the accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of third party material and has not verified the information. 

To the extent permitted by law, neither QTC nor any of its employees, servants or agents accept any responsibility and liability
whatsoever (including in negligence) for any expense, damage, claim, cause of action, loss or costs, incurred by any person in 
connection with that person or any other person placing any reliance on, or acting or refraining to act on the basis of, the Material. 


